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  Curlesque HYDRATING CONDITIONER 
It nourishes and moisturizes to define the shape. Aloe Soothing smooth the cuticle to
create soft curls and perfect, the Sea fennel and cucumber water to give greater hydration.
 box:  250 ml bottle.

 Curlesque LEAVE- IN CONDITIONER 
Invigorates and revives curls with extracts of seaweeds and other algae nutrients that work
in synergy to keep the definition and ensure soft curls and long lasting. The custom
formula with memory effect to maintain the style, the hair is used to return the original
form, regardless of the agents that they will encounter.
The Total Recall Style is an innovation that allows hair to recall the original form, the hair
can be stylized or other products without using hot irons.
 box:  215 ml bottle.

 Curlesque CURLS ROCK AMPLIFIER 
Intensifies the natural texture and adds grip and control in defined curls and waves
flowing. The essential oils, combined with ingredients that protect from heat damage and
excessive environmental nourish the curls for a touchable and shiny effect.
 box:  150 ml bottle.

 Curlesque LIGHTWEIGHT MOUSSE 
Kelp extracts of the deep sea, Fennel and Seaweed, soften the cuticle for a frizz-free finish
by a light hold and impeccable shine.
The custom formula with memory effect to maintain the style, the hair is used to return the
original form, regardless of the external agents.
 box:  200 ml spray bottle.

 Curlesque STRONG MOUSSE 
Adds strength, elasticity and smooth the cuticle, maintaining the seal. It is great for
creating long-lasting defined curls.
 box:  200 ml spray bottle.
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 Curlesque DEFINING SERUM 
A blend of botanical substances from the sea, rich in moisturizing powers and deep sea
extracts define and restores shape while controlling frizz. A light seal completes the look,
for curly bright classy. The custom formula with memory effect, to maintain the style, the
hair is used to return the original form, regardless of the agents that they will encounter.
 box:  90 ml bottle. 
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